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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 
By: Sara L. Crawley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   SEX & GENDER 

NEWS 

This year, I am so pleased to work with the energized and talented section administration--
Chair-Elect Kimberly Kay Hoang, Past Chair Abigail C. Saguy, Secretary/Treasurer Laurel 
Westbrook, Student Representatives Praveena Lakshmanan and alithia zamantakis, and 
Council members Erin A. Cech, Caitlyn Collins, Katie Linette Acosta, Georgiann Davis, Jennifer 
Carlson, Dawn M. Dow, Susila Gurusami, Emily S. Mann, and Myron Strong--who proactively 
and carefully attend to the work of maintaining a healthy section. Also I thank Myron Strong 
for agreeing to fill in (by my appointment) the second year term for Anna Branch who had to 
step down after accepting a demanding administrative appointment at her university. I 
thank them both for their willingness to serve the section and the discipline. Thanks, also, to 
Morgan Carey Matthews, for so deftly preparing our bimonthly announcements. 
 
Geopolitics are pervasively present in our daily lives at this moment of global upheaval. Ever-
present unethical behavior from the guy in the White House, up-ended long-standing 
political alliances, spreading populism, climate degradation and denialism, border violence in 
the US and elsewhere, insecurity, and turbulence rule the news cycle.  How timely that the 
focus of this newsletter is transnational, this time on Latin America. The current political 
upheaval in Chile and Ecuador and the ongoing issues across Latin America--gendered labor 
and stratification among women, migration and asylum-seeking, and gendered violence 
(feminicidio/femicidio)-- discussed by contributors here remind us that all politics and 
scholarship, whether recognized or not, participate in transnational relations. The practice of 
sociology in the US has been fairly criticized for ignoring transnational relations and could 
gain theoretical sophistication by attending more closely to transnational scholarship and 
issues, in my opinion. I thank Vivian Swayne, newsletter editor, for the newsletter theme 
and Emily Mann, Communications Committee member, who volunteered to work with 
Vivian to produce the newsletter. Also, thanks go to the newsletter contributors Cecilia  
Menjívar, Shannon Walsh, Pamela Neumann, Paulina García Del Moral, and Erynn Masi de  
Casanova.   
 
In these turbulent times with seemingly bottomless depths of inhumanity exhibited by 
politicians and governments in the US and across the globe, we need all voices in the 
intellectual conversation on gender and intersectionality. My remuneration for service to 
the section is the gift of getting better acquainted with so many inspiring colleagues.  
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With this initial newsletter in my term as Chair of 
the Sociology of Sex & Gender (ASA’s largest 
section!), I want to share my excitement about the 
coming year as well as express how humbled and 
honored I am to serve the section. First, we must 
congratulate Abby Saguy’s excellent work for 
shepherding very successful meetings recently in 
NYC and thank her for leaving the section in such 
good standing. I extend personal thanks for her 
detailed communication with me last year. The 
generosity of her time is a model for any mentor.   
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My leadership goal is to utilize this position to hand the microphone and the reins of committee decisions to 
colleagues from broadly diverse personal and academic backgrounds. In my view, there is no more important work for 
a leader than to enable talented people to realize their goals. Sex & Gender section administration has long 
recognized the inequities inherent in academic work and intentionally attempted to diversify section leadership by 
kind of institution, areas of research and teaching, region, methodology, racial and ethnic background, gender identity, 
and other kinds of positionality.  Having spent the entirety of my career outside of “elite” programs, I have strong 
affinities for the need to recognize and promote the voices of scholars all across the discipline. I have pursued this 
enthusiastically in completing the appointment of committees. Our current committees broadly represent the 
discipline—tenured and non-tenure-earning faculty at private institutions, state universities, and community colleges, 
across rank (junior, mid-career, and senior levels and students), across US regions and international scholars within 
and outside the US, people of color, and transgender and gender non-conforming members across areas of study.  I 
thank everyone who has selflessly offered their time to serve on our committees.  I encourage anyone looking to serve 
the section now or in the future to contact me at any time at my email scrawley@usf.edu. 
 
Looking forward to the 2020 meetings in San Francisco, we have a compelling program underway. Many thanks to the 
program committee-- Kimberly Kay Hoang, Pallavi Banerjee, Emily Fairchild, Kjerstin Gruys, and Alison Moss—as they 
organize the panel submissions. They have put together an excellent list of themes for our panels including  Intimate 
Labor: Queer Families, Sex Work, and Intimacy Practices; Sociologies of Fragility: Gender, Sexuality, Race and the 
Politics of Emotion; Diverse Genders: Lived Experiences and Relations with Institutions; as well as three jointly 
organized sessions including Laboring in Academia from an Intersectional Perspective with the Sociology of Teaching 
and Learning; Disability, Sex, and Gender: Exploring Relationships, Identities, and Bodies with the section on Disability; 
and Transnationalizing Gender and Sexuality Studies: Call for an Epistemic Shift with the Sexualities section. Please 
look closely at ASA’s portal for our section panels and roundtables as well as ASA’s regular sessions on gender, gender 
and work, gender inequality, masculinities, immigration and gender, family, feminist and critical theory, LGBT studies, 
sexuality, race, race/class/gender, transnational movements, among many others. Consider submitting a paper. 
  
Then, prepare to party. The Sexualities section has already agreed to a joint reception at the meetings this year and 
Local Arrangements Committee Co-chairs Eli Alston-Stepnitz and Jesse Kolber, as members of both sections, have 
generously agreed to do the on-site footwork necessary to sponsor a reception for the enjoyment of us all.  Anyone 
living in and around San Francisco or having connections there are welcome to work with them to make our reception 
a success.   
 
I look forward to where this year takes us. 

Sara L. Crawley 
Associate Professor, Sociology 

University of South Florida 
  

 

file:///C:/Users/scrawley/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/RP1E15F9/scrawley@usf.edu


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flores, Glenda M. 2019. "Pursuing Medicina [Medicine]: Latina Physicians and Parental Messages on Gendered Career Choices" 
Sex Roles, 81: 59-73. 

Greene, Joss T. 2019. "Categorical Exclusions: How Racialized Gender Regulation Reproduces Reentry Hardship." Social 
Problems 66(4): 548-563.    
  
Hogan, Richard and Perrucci, Carolyn Cummings “We Know about Reagan, but Was There a Clinton Effect? Earnings by Race, 
Gender, Marital and Family Status, 1993 and 2000,” Critical Sociology, 1- 21. First Published Online October 4, 2018.  
 
Perrucci, Carolyn Cummings, Perrucci, Robert and Subramaniam, Mangala “Publication in Four Sociology Journals, 1960-2010: 
The Role of Discipline Demographics and Journal Mission,” Sociological Focus, Vol. 52, Issue 3 (2019): 171-185. 
  
 

 

 

ARTICLES BY SECTION MEMBERS: 

BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

Taft, Jessica K. 2019.  The Kids Are in Charge: Activism and 
Power in Peru's Movement of Working Children.  New 
York: New York University Press. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Casanova, Erynn Masi. 2019. Dust and Dignity: Domestic 
Employment in Contemporary Ecuador. Ithaca: 
ILR/Cornell University Press. Link to buy the book: 
https://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/9781501739
460/dust-and-dignity/ 
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ESSAYS: 
Gender-based Violence in Central America and Women Asylum Seekers in the 

United States 
 

By: BY CECILIA MENJÍVAR AND SHANNON DRYSDALE WALSH 

 
Sara, who fled Honduras and sought asylum in the United States, explained: “Coming here was like having hope that you will 
come out alive” (Cardoletti-Carroll et al., 2015, p. 41, emphasis added). Women around the globe are often forced to migrate to 
escape gender-based violence, which comes in many forms. However— regardless of the specific manifestations—unresponsive 
governments, ineffective justice systems, and weak institutions play a key role in creating conditions for women experiencing 
different forms of violence who then have no other option than to flee. Recently, the case of Central American women—mainly 
from Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador—fleeing violence in their countries has been front and center in the news and in 
public officials’ debates about and proposals for immigration enforcement and our asylum system.  
 
The Trump administration has implemented a broad strategy to reduce immigration. Refugees seeking protection in the United 
States by applying for asylum have been prosecuted as criminals, separated from their children and other family members at the 
border, rushed through immigration courts, and locked up in immigration prisons (Center for Gender and Refugee Studies, 
2018). In June 2018, the attorney general Jeff Sessions ruled to deny asylum for a Salvadoran woman, known as Ms. A.B., who 
sought refuge in the United States after enduring 15 years of extreme abuse by her ex-husband and trying in vain to seek 
protection in her country (CGRS, 2018a). In addition, the attorney general issued a broad decision known as the Matter of A-B- 
that overturned a legal precedent affirming the right of domestic and gang violence survivors to seek protection in the United 
States—even when authorities in their home countries are unable or unwilling to protect them and risk murder if they are 
returned. This ruling misunderstands violence against women as a “private” matter. The attorney general’s decision undermines 
decades of asylum law recognizing domestic violence and gang violence as possible bases for asylum claims. It has at least two 
immediate harmful consequences for the lives of women seeking asylum. First, this change in policy effectively prevents many 
women who are in the asylum process from receiving protection based on these two forms of violence, which are the two main 
causes propelling thousands of Central American women to flee their countries. Second, it prevents these women from even 
having a chance to apply for asylum because these new standards are applied in screening cases, in what are called credible fear 
interviews. So, women who now approach authorities at the U.S. border to seek asylum protection are denied the opportunity 
to determine whether they can even start asylum proceedings. Following the law and reaching out for protection in the United 
States now results in their swift removal back to the life-threatening conditions they fled.  
 
What Is Known Women fleeing Central America are seeking refuge not only from generalized violence, but also from violence 
that targets women in particular. Homicide rates for the northern countries in Central America are among the highest in the 
world. The most recent 2016 reported rates for intentional homicide victims (per 100,000) are as follows: El Salvador (82.84), 
Honduras (56.5), and Guatemala (27.26); in contrast, for the United States the rate is 5.35, and for Canada it is 1.68 (UNODC, 
2016). Compared to the United States, homicide rates are approximately 15 times higher in El Salvador, 10 times higher in 
Honduras, and 5 times higher in Guatemala. In this context of generalized violence, two main reasons driving women’s migration 
are threats and violence suffered from their male partners (e.g., gender-based violence) and extortion and death threats from 
delinquent groups (e.g., gang violence). Over the last decade, there has been widespread violence and an increase in killings of 
women in El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala. In El Salvador, 468 women were reported to be killed in 2017 (reported by the 
Gender Violence Observatory of the Organization of Salvadoran Women, ORMUSA). This amounts to approximately one woman 
killed every 19 hours in a country with a population slightly larger than Maryland (6.3 million in El Salvador versus 6 million in 
Maryland). In Honduras, violent deaths of women increased from 146 to 636 women killed between 2003 and 2013: a jump of 
335 percent over the decade (Memoria, 2014). The rate of violent deaths of women in Guatemala is one of the highest in the 
world: 9.7 per 100,000—an average of two deaths per day in a country with a population of 16.9 million (slightly larger than 
Illinois, at 12.8, and smaller than New York, at 19.7; U.N. Women, 2014). In addition, these countries persistently fail to comply 
with international and regional legal norms that compel them to prevent, punish, and eradicate violence against women. The 
relatively few cases of violence against women reported are rarely advanced or prosecuted. The most recent reported conviction 
rate for domestic or intrafamiliar violence in El Salvador was 1.5 percent in 2012; thus, 98.5 percent of cases were left without 
conviction (U.S. Department of State, 2012). 
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Guatemala, with one of the highest levels of killings of women, has a paltry 1-2 percent conviction rate (U.S. Department of State, 
2012). The 2016 State Department report on human rights in Honduras notes that violence against women and impunity for 
perpetrators continued to be a serious problem, and the state has failed even to report recent statistics.   
 
As we demonstrate in our research on gender-based violence in Central America (Menjívar & Walsh, 2016; 2017; Walsh & 
Menjívar, 2016a; 2016b), women in these countries escape from contexts where multiple forms of violence coalesce to shape 
their lives, and the lacking government responses to the women’s plight further exacerbates the situation. During fieldwork in 
Central America, women narrated stories of extreme precarity brought about by international and domestic policies that led to 
poverty, amplified systematic mistreatment, humiliation, and devaluing of women because they were women. This was 
compounded by gendered expectations of behavior rooted in gender inequalities. Women would couch their stories in a 
language that reflected the normalization and internalization of the multiple forms of violence in their lives: “This is the way 
things are around here,” or “I endure all this, what else can I do?” But their stories were only half of the picture. Our analyses of 
why existing laws to protect women from violence in Central America have failed show that the same violent structures and 
practices that produce violence in the women’s lives also shape how institutions and the justice system respond to women’s 
plight and contort government officials’ interpretations of those laws. A conclusion of our research is that the confluence of 
multiple forms of state, institutional, everyday, and intimate violence pave the way for the ultimate form of violence against 
women—their deaths in what is called feminicide. This is what Central American women flee today and the reason why they seek 
protection in the United States. In addition to our research on women in Central America, Menjívar has also conducted extensive 
research on Central American migration in the United States, with especial attention to women. Her work among Central 
American immigrant women in the United States supports our research results from Central America: The immigrant women she 
has interviewed have shared stories about ineffective police, indifferent officers, and corrupt justice system workers open to 
bribes in their home countries. Importantly, although there are laws designed to protect women from violence, which we have 
extensively analyzed in our research, the legal system systematically fails to protect women. Thus, it is not only violence that 
women flee, but also the fact that governments and institutions in their home countries are unable and unwilling to protect 
them. 
 
Policy Recommendations Based on Menjívar’s research on Central American immigrant communities in the United States, as well 
as our work in Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras and our extensive pro bono work on cases of detained Central American 
immigrant women today, we propose the following policy points:  
 
1. Treat Central American women as asylum seekers and recognize their right to present their cases. We currently serve as 
experts in litigation brought by the Center for Gender and Refugee Studies and the ACLU challenging the unlawful application of 
the attorney general’s decision to turn asylum seekers away at the border. We urge legislators to monitor other opportunities to 
support access to the asylum process after Matter of A-B-.  
2. Acknowledge domestic violence and gang violence as bases for protection.  
3. Stop these women’s detention in prison-like conditions, the abuses they suffer, and their treatment as a criminal population 
indistinguishable from “common” criminals. This treatment by U.S. enforcement agencies often deters women from fully 
pursuing their right to protection while adding another layer of suffering to women who escape violence and who have 
experienced harrowing conditions in their journey north.  
 
References:  
Cardoletti-Carroll, C., Farmer, A., & Velez, L. (2015). Women on the run, United Nations High Commission for Refugees. Retrieved from http:// www.unhcr.org/5630f24c6.html  
Carey Jr., D. (2006). Engendering Mayan history: Mayan women as agents and conduits of the past, 1875–1970, New York: Routledge.  
Center for Gender and Refugee Studies (CGRS). (2018). Immigrant women too: About matter of A-B-.  
Center for Gender and Refugee Studies (CGRS). (2018). Backgrounder and briefing on matter of A-B-. Retrieved from https://cgrs.uchastings.edu/ matter-b/backgrounder-and-briefing-matter-b  
Memoria Foro Femicidios. (2014). Memoria del Foro Femicidios:  Análisis desde el Movimiento Feminista de Honduras. March 6, 2014. Tegucigalpa: Centro de Derechos de Mujeres. 

Cecilia Menjívar holds the Dorothy L. Meier Chair and is Professor of Sociology at UCLA. Prior to arriving at UCLA, she was 

Foundation Distinguished Professor at the University of Kansas and before that she was Cowden Distinguished Professor at 

Arizona State University. She holds a B.A. in Psychology and Sociology and an M.S. in International Education from the University 

of Southern California, and an M.A. and Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of California, Davis. She was a Chancellor’s Post-

doctoral Fellow at the University of California, Berkeley. Her research falls in two areas: on immigration from Central America to 

the United States and on violence in Latin America. With respect to the first, she has researched the effects of immigration laws, 

at the federal, state and local levels, on different aspects of immigrants’ lives, such as enforcement practices, the legal 

production of ‘illegality,’ social networks, family dynamics, the workplace and schools, family separations, educational 

aspirations, religious participation, and citizenship and belonging. With respect to the second, she has focused on technologies 

of state terror, political violence, and gender, symbolic and structural violence. Both areas allow her to examine the workings of 

state power on the everyday lives of individuals.  

 



     
 

The Making & Unmaking 

of Feminicidio/Femicidio 

Laws in Mexico and 

Nicaragua 

By: Pamela Neumann and 

Paulina García Del Moral 

 

 Since 2010, Latin America has seen a wave of new laws intended to address the rampant murders of women, also 
known as femicide (femicidio) or feminicide (feminicidio). Although sometimes used interchangeably, the terms femicidio 
and feminicidio are conceptually distinct, with potentially different legal implications. Femicidio refers to the intentional 
killing of women because of their gender, while feminicidio extends this definition to emphasize the role of the state in 
perpetuating these crimes against women in contexts of high impunity. In a recent article published in Law & Society 
Review, we compare the trajectory of laws criminalizing femicide (femicidio) in Nicaragua and feminicide (feminicidio) in 
Mexico. What follows are selected excerpts from this article highlighting our main findings.  

 
In both Mexico and Nicaragua, feminists engaged in legal activism in order to increase state accountability for 

crimes against women. However, there are also several notable differences in the two cases. Our analysis demonstrates 
the importance of both local political conditions and supranational legal opportunities in shaping regional variation in the 
implementation of human rights norms on gender violence. Specifically, we show how the criminalization of feminicidio in 
Mexico resulted from a  successful naming and shaming campaign on the part of local feminist actors as well as legal 
mobilization in various supranational arenas, whereas in Nicaragua, the codification of femicidio resulted from the state’s 
cooptation of feminist demands in a context of highly centralized political power. We also examine the unmaking of these 
laws through their perversion in practice (Mexico) and their intentional undermining (Nicaragua) at the hands of the state. 
Paradoxically, our analysis reveals that smaller, poorer states (like Nicaragua) may be able to resist supranational pressure 
on femicidio/feminicidio more effectively than stronger, wealthier states (like Mexico) due to local configurations of power.  

 
We focus our analysis on Mexico and Nicaragua because they reflect key contrasts and similarities of the socio-

political and legal contexts that characterize Latin American states. Mexico is a federal state heavily invested in securing 
legitimacy through a human rights discourse, whereas Nicaragua has a centralized government that has increasingly treated 
human rights organizations as purveyors of Western imperialism. Moreover, Mexican feminists have had far greater access 
to and collaboration with government officials compared with Nicaraguan feminists, who maintain a largely oppositional 
relationship with the state. 

 
In Mexico, one of the key internal factors that contributed to the success of feminist legal activism on feminicidio 

was the country’s federal system. The decentralization of power with the state provided feminist legislators and activists 
with a variety of institutional leverage points to advocate for the codification of feminicidio as a crime. But this institutional 
leverage gained momentum in the context of the transnational feminist mobilization against the rampant murders of 
women in Ciudad Juárez, which received substantial international attention. Feminist activists were able to name and 
shame the Mexican state for violating women’s human rights, but their ability to do so was contingent upon the fact that 
the Mexican state was already heavily invested in human rights as a measure of state legitimacy in the international 
community. Simultaneously, feminist activists mobilized the supranational institutional mechanisms to enforce the Belém 
Do Pará Convention and the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) that were available 
to them. The landmark judgment of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in González and Others “Cotton Field” v. 
Mexico (2009) was a watershed moment in this regard, because it created legally binding obligations for the Mexican state 
for violating the Belém Do Pará Convention and other Inter-American instruments. Without these legally binding 
mechanisms in place, the arguments of feminist legislators to push for the codification of feminicidio would likely have 
gained less traction. 
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Since 2010, Latin America has seen a wave of new laws intended to address 
the rampant murders of women, also known as femicide (femicidio) or 
feminicide (feminicidio). Although sometimes used interchangeably, the 
terms femicidio and feminicidio are conceptually distinct, with potentially 
different legal implications. Femicidio refers to the intentional killing of 
women because of their gender, while feminicidio extends this definition to 
emphasize the role of the state in perpetuating these crimes against women 
in contexts of high impunity. In a recent article published in Law & Society 
Review, we compare the trajectory of laws criminalizing femicide (femicidio) 
in Nicaragua and feminicide (feminicidio) in Mexico. What follows are 
selected excerpts from this article highlighting our main findings.  
 



     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Nicaragua, the most important internal dynamic shaping the trajectory of gender violence law was the 
consolidation of power by President Daniel Ortega (2007-present), and particularly the lack of independent and co-equal 
branches of government. Feminist efforts to codify femicidio were initially successful due to (a) the precise timing of their 
proposal, before Ortega’s party held a majority in the National Assembly and (b) the fact that the Supreme Court itself 
took up the issue of femicidio and other forms of gender violence, creating a commission and drafting a bill of their own 
with the support of international cooperation agencies. The involvement of the Supreme Court and early vocal support 
from key deputies from Ortega’s party made initially supporting the legislation politically feasible. However, that calculus 
changed dramatically when it became clear that the law faced substantial opposition from Ortega’s conservative and 
religious allies, leading Ortega to unilaterally reduce the legal definition of femicidio in 2014.  

 
Although Nicaragua faced some international pressure to codify femicidio as Ortega consolidated power, his 

regime seemed to become immune to this pressure. Beginning in 2012, following his unconstitutional yet successful bid 
for reelection, Ortega began to put increasing distance between Nicaragua and the Inter-American Human Rights system, 
reducing its value as a point of leverage for Nicaraguan feminist organizations -- a stark contrast to the Mexican case, 
where the role of the regional system was fundamental. Nicaragua has demonstrated that it is not invested in pursuing 
human rights as a means to gain international legitimacy. As a result, feminist activists could not rely on the Nicaraguan 
state’s concerns about its international legitimacy to improve state accountability for the killing of women and other 
forms of gender violence, as Mexican feminists had done. 

 
With regard to the positioning of feminists vis-à-vis the state, there are substantial differences in the two cases. In 

Mexico, feminists have acquired a substantial amount of influence within the state, which has allowed them to place 
significant pressure on the government over a long period of time to take concrete legal steps to punish and prevent 
feminicidio. In Nicaragua, however, feminist organizations have played a largely oppositional role, making them more 
reliant on the specific convergence of narrow political opportunities rather than institutionalized power to achieve legal 
gains on the issue of femicidio.  

 
Within the human rights literature, the phrase “a paradox of empty promises” has emerged to explain the 

potential for social change when states ratify treaties without any intention of changing their repressive practices 
(Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005). At the core of this paradox are two conflicting premises: (1) given their weak 
enforcement, states primarily ratify treaties in their pursuit of international legitimacy and (2) in so doing, states 
inadvertently open up avenues for social movement actors to pressure them into complying with their initially empty 
commitments (Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005; Hafner-Burton et.al. 2008). Our comparison of the contested processes 
that led to the codification of femicidio/feminicidio in Mexico and Nicaragua show that, to a certain extent, this 
paradoxical outcome is truer of the Mexican case, but less so of Nicaragua. An explanatory emphasis on states’ 
investment in international legitimacy is thus insufficient to understand how and when legal change to combat gender 
violence take place. Our analysis adds greater theoretical specificity to the concept of ‘legitimacy’ by showing that it is 
neither static nor linear, but rather the product of the dynamic interaction between civil society, states, and supranational 
institutions. ‘Legitimacy’ cannot be taken for granted as an a priori condition that predicts state responsiveness to 
external pressure on the issue of gendered violence. 
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Pamela Neumann is Assistant Professor of Sociology in the Department of Social Sciences at Texas A&M 
International University in Laredo, Texas. Her research examines the politics of gender violence law in Nicaragua 
and other parts of Latin America, the everyday state practices that shape women’s access to legal justice, and 
women’s attitudes toward laws and legal institutions. She has also conducted research on community perceptions 
of environmental contamination and socio-environmental conflict in Peru. 
https://info.tamiu.edu/facultyprofiles/faculty.aspx?email=pamela.neumann@tamiu.edu 

Paulina García-Del Moral is Assistant Professor in the Department of Sociology & Anthropology at the University of 
Guelph, Canada. Her research focuses on the intersection of law, gender, and power in transnational processes in 
Mexico and across Latin America, Canada, and Europe. In particular, she examines feminist activism and 
institutional responses to feminicide (feminicidio) in Mexico and their transnational impact, for example, on 
conceptualizations of state responsibility for the killing of women in international human rights law. Relatedly, her 
work examines violence against Indigenous women and girls in Canada, as well as the limits that of the concepts of 
femicide and feminicide in this context. https://www.uoguelph.ca/socioanthro/people/paulina-garc%C3%ADa-del-
moral 
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.uoguelph.ca_socioanthro_people_paulina-2Dgarc-25C3-25ADa-2Ddel-2Dmoral&d=DwMGaQ&c=H5Iu-V89wgp5zRbL6y0Ptc2lgooFyRqrlrd-0IU1a1U&r=lUWaqKvI0lSSV-C7BmN5Tn2aI6IDAAyDrHyhs-3hLhs&m=fE2fyp5tvRNDE0aHPoFh8umNHp4uJBGKRNB40DfzVM8&s=J1VT-8GOtDzJDDv7vsmjybfpTH_DOwDItLGEH7Dp_TI&e=


     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excerpts from the Introduction to  

 

Dust and Dignity: Domestic Employment in Contemporary Ecuador  
 

By: Erynn Masi de Casanova (ILR/Cornell University Press, 2019): 
 

During some unusually cool and breezy days in Guayaquil, Ecuador, when the early matches of the 2018 World 
Cup dominated televised and in-person conversations, a national TV channel aired a series of sketches called “Sin 
peroles no hay paraíso.” A play on the title of a popular Colombian telenovela, the phrase uses a term, perol, that 
denotes both a heavy metal pot with handles and a paid domestic worker. Without these workers, according to this 
sarcastic title, there is no paradise. In one of the sketches, a character called La Gringa, white and blond, introduces 
herself in English. She then describes, as she sweeps wearing a sexy maid costume, how she came to Ecuador from the 
United States out of economic necessity, but has grown to love the country. The moment she stops sweeping, her 
employer, played by an actress wearing blackface and a wig of long braids, appears and begins scolding her, swinging 
her hair around as she imposes her authority on the apologetic employee. The supposed humor in this sketch is built on 
the absurdity of a gringa domestic worker in the employ of a black woman. The audience knows this because, despite 
the declining number of full-time domestic workers in recent years, they have watched many inversions of this scene, 
on screen or in person, featuring people who consider themselves white berating domestic workers seen as nonwhite. 
This brief sketch grotesquely demonstrates key elements of the domestic employment relationship: the abuse of 
power, the racialization of the occupation, and the poverty that leads women to do domestic work for wages. The term 
perol itself reduces the worker to the very object she uses to do her work in the kitchen of her employers.  

 
Dust and Dignity, based on research conducted between 2010 and 2018, explains why domestic work remains 

an occupation of last resort in Ecuador (and elsewhere) and discusses how these working conditions might be 
improved. In exploring the experiences of paid domestic workers in Ecuador, I show how concepts of social 
reproduction, urban informal employment, and class boundaries can help illuminate the particular forms of 
exploitation in this work and explain why domestic work continues to be a bad job. If we want to improve conditions 
for workers, we need to pay attention to these three dimensions.  

 
The International Labor Organization (ILO) defines domestic work to include housework; caring for children, ill, 

disabled, or elderly people in private homes; and tasks such as “driving the family car, taking care of the garden, and 
guarding private houses.” An estimated 67 million people, mostly women, are employed in domestic work worldwide 
and 50 million of these are informally employed. An estimated 27 percent of the world’s domestic workers live in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. Thirty percent of families in Latin America are involved in domestic work either as 
employers or workers. Statistics likely undercount the population employed in domestic work, because it is informal 
and stigmatized. Work becomes invisible when it is done off the books, by poor women, behind closed doors in private 
homes.  
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Most research on domestic work published in English in the last twenty years focuses on international 
migrants. These studies often highlight global rather than local economic and demographic processes as the 
context for domestic work. Yet only a minority (17 percent) of the world’s paid domestic workers are 
international migrants. Another body of work, which somewhat overlaps with studies of migrant domestic 
workers, focuses on understanding the activities collectively called “carework.” Studies using a carework 
perspective often emphasize micro-level interpersonal interactions between employers and employees rather 
than labor relations and the potential for collective organizing. Taking international migration and carework as 
starting points for inquiry can limit our view of local labor markets, labor relations, and employment 
alternatives. Using migration and carework as the only lenses for examining domestic work can also obscure 
the question of where domestic work fits into capitalist labor processes and the organization of work more 
generally. 
 

Two questions guide this book: 

 

1. What is it about the exploitation in domestic work that makes it unique in 

comparison to other types of work? Put more bluntly, why is this such a bad job?  

 

2. What are some strategies for improving working conditions or creating pathways 

out of domestic work? 
 
Whereas many have proposed one-size-fits-all policies to improve domestic workers’ lives, I want to 

flip the analytical process by beginning with the local. In addition, I draw first on concepts that have emerged 
in similar rather than disparate cultural environments. In answering my research questions, I emphasize the 
local context and the utility—the necessity, even—of building on theories and research from Latin America. I 
purposely lean more heavily on the work of scholars theorizing Latin American realities. Much of this work is 
recent, and only available in Spanish and Portuguese, perhaps explaining why these contributions have not 
received due recognition and exposure in the English-language literature on domestic work. 

 
My book differs from other recent research on domestic work in three main ways. First, I describe 

social reproduction as the crux of domestic workers’ exploitation and potential resistance. Second, I insist on 
the importance of the urban informal employment context. Third, I focus on social class in addition to—and 
more than—race and gender, which are more commonly written about. I am not saying that class is the most 
important aspect of domestic work, but it is the least explored in recent research on the topic. Following the 
lead of Latin American scholars, I consider cross-class relationships in domestic employment as a labor 
relation rooted in, yet not identical to, colonial social formations. Combining these three perspectives—
returning to social reproduction, bringing informality into the discussion, and foregrounding class—we can 
uncover how and why Latin American domestic employment subjugates workers and resists change.  

 
 

 

 
Erynn Masi de Casanova is Professor of Sociology at the University of Cincinnati. She received 

her Ph.D. in Sociology from The Graduate Center of the City University of New York (CUNY), and 

also holds a M.A. in Latin American Studies from the University of California-San Diego and B.A. 

degrees in Spanish and English from the University of Rhode Island.  Research interests include: 

Gender; Race/Ethnicity; Work; Family; the Body; Popular Culture; Globalization/Development; 

Latin American societies; U.S. Latinos/as; Ethnography and qualitative research methods. Dr. 

Casanova is a faculty affiliate of the Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Department and 

the Romance Languages and Literatures Department. 



     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: 

Anna Chatillon is a doctoral candidate at 

the University of California, Santa 

Barbara. Her research specializations are 

gender and sexuality, race and ethnicity, 

reproduction, and social movements, 

with particular attention to the 

intersection of race and gender in 

feminist and women's organizing. Her 

current research compares reproductive 

healthcare policy formation in Texas and 

California, drawing on her interviews 

with women's healthcare lobbyists in 

each state. Using these data and 

qualitative content analysis of advocacy 

materials, Anna’s dissertation examines 

the connections among gendered and 

racialized constructions of motherhood, 

state political context, and policy 

outcomes in the campaigns for 

increased access to contraceptive 

intrauterine devices and implants in 

each state. Anna's recent publications 

include “‘We Must Summon the 

Courage’: Black Motherhood as 

Motivation to Resist Police Brutality," 

with Beth E. Schneider (Marginalized 

Mothers, Mothering from the Margins, 

Emerald), and "Gendered Ideologies," 

with Maria Charles and Karen Bradley 

(Handbook of the Sociology of Gender, 

Springer). She is currently contributing 

to a Congressional policy briefing book 

on police violence at the intersection of 

gender, sexuality, and race. Anna is a 

past Director of Policy and Advocacy for 

the Texas Women's Healthcare Coalition 

and a current Society of Family Planning 

Emerging Scholar. 
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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

CALL FOR GRADUATE STUDENT SUBMISSIONS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 2020 faculty fellows are: 

 Amada Armenta—Assistant Professor of Urban Planning, UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs 

 Tarini Bedi—Associate Professor of Anthropology, University of Illinois Chicago 

 Sergio Chavez—Associate Professor of Sociology, Rice University 

 David Grazian—Associate Professor of Sociology and Communication, UPenn 

The faculty organizers for the Chicago Ethnography Incubator are: 

 Kimberly Hoang—Associate Professor, UChicago Sociology 

 Kristen Schilt—Associate Professor, UChicago Sociology 

 Benjamin Fogarty-Valenzuela—Mansueto Fellow & Postdoctoral Scholar 

About the Event: 
The first day of the event (Thursday, March 12th) will feature a roundtable panel discussion with the faculty fellows 
regarding current methodological, substantive, and ethical issues presently confronting ethnographic research. The 
panel will be followed by a dinner reception for all fellows and audience members. The second day of the event (Friday, 
March 13th) will consist of a series of “fellows workshops,” in which faculty fellows will engage the work of graduate 
student fellows. Each student will have three faculty members provide critical substantive feedback on the work and 
stimulate broader conversations regarding the methodological practice of ethnography. The day will conclude with a 
dinner for fellows. Airfare, lodging, and select meals will be provided to all graduate student fellows. Student fellows 
will be notified by February 1st, 2020. Questions? Send an email to ethnographyincubator@uchicago.edu. 
 
How to Apply: Applicants must be advanced to doctoral candidacy (ABD status). To apply to become a 2020 graduate 
student fellow, send the following material to ethnographyincubator@uchicago.edu by December 20th, 2019: 

1. A current CV (5 pages maximum). 
2. A one-page description of the dissertation project (500 words maximum) from which the data is being 

excerpted. 
3. A ten-page (maximum) writing sample (double-spaced, not including references) from an in-progress work 

(e.g., dissertation chapter or article). Writing samples should focus on empirical data and analysis. Please 
keep discussions of methodology, literature review, and other “front end” matter to a minimum. 

** Due to the large volume of applications we receive per year we will not be notifying candidates who were not selected to participate in this 
year’s incubator. In addition, we will NOT provide feedback on applications for those who were not selected.  

 

We are pleased to announce the 4th annual meeting of the University of 
Chicago Ethnography Incubator. Each year, the Incubator invites four faculty 
fellows and six graduate student fellows to the University of Chicago to 
participate in a two-day panel and workshop series. The Incubator is 
designed to advance ethnographic methodologies, provide hands-on 
mentorship to graduate student fellows, and build an interdisciplinary 
community of ethnographers.  
 
We invite applications from graduate students in any discipline who are 
engaged in dissertation-level, ethnographic research.  
For 2020, the Ethnography Incubator will take place on Thursday, March 
12th and Friday, March 13th at the University of Chicago.  
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Call for Section Awards 

SOCIOLOGY OF SEX AND GENDER DISTINGUISHED ARTICLE AWARD 
Deadline: 3/1/2020 

The Sex and Gender Section seeks nominations for the 2020 Distinguished Article Award.  This award honors those who 

make a significant contribution to the field of sex and gender through an article or book chapter—published in 2018 or 

2019--on the cutting edge of sociological inquiry. Authors need not be sociologists, and articles may be published in 

journals associated with disciplines other than sociology. Self-nominations are acceptable. Nominees and at least one 

author on the paper must be current members of the American Sociological Association and members of ASA’s Sex and 

Gender section. To nominate a particular article or book chapter for this award, submit a one-page letter explaining why 

the article makes a significant contribution to the sociology of sex and gender, along with an electronic version of the 

article/chapter to the Committee Chair, Erin Cech < ecech@umich.edu>. In the subject line of your email, please type 

NOMINATION FOR SEX & GENDER ARTICLE AWARD. The nomination deadline for this award is March 1, 2020. No 

nominations will be accepted after that date.  

SOCIOLOGY OF SEX AND GENDER SALLY HACKER GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER AWARD 
Deadline: 3/1/2020 

The Sex and Gender Section seeks nominations for the 2020 Sally Hacker Graduate Student Paper Award in Sex and 
Gender. Submitted papers should deal with a theoretical issue or empirical problem important to the field of sex and 
gender. Papers should be journal length (35 pages maximum) and may be published or in manuscript. All authors must be 
graduate students at the time of submission. Self-nominations are acceptable. Nominees and the student author both 
must be current members of the American Sociological Association and members of ASA’s Sex and Gender section. To 
submit a nomination for the Sally Hacker Graduate Student Paper Award in Sex and Gender, please send a letter of 
nomination and an electronic version of the paper to the Committee Chair, Jennifer Carlson 
<jennifercarlson@email.arizona.edu>.  

 
SOCIOLOGY OF SEX AND GENDER FEMINIST SCHOLAR ACTIVIST AWARD 
Deadline: 3/1/2020 

The Sex and Gender Section seeks nominations for the 2020 Feminist Scholar-Activist Award, established in 2010 to 
recognize and honor scholars who have used feminist research and strategies to foster social change in public 
understandings and treatments of gender. Nominees may have contributed to a range of efforts, including (but not limited 
to) critically engaged pedagogy, community-based or participatory research, translational work, advocacy research, media 
campaigns, and grassroots organizing. Scholar-activist efforts may be local, regional, national, or international, and 
nominations may recognize groups or individuals at any point in their career. The committee will consider self-
nominations. Nominees must be current members of the American Sociological Association and of ASA’s Sex and Gender 
Section. To submit a nomination for the Feminist Scholar-Activist Award, please send a letter of nomination, a copy of the 
nominee’s vita, one supporting letter, and any additional relevant supporting material to the Committee Chair, Caitlyn 
(Caity) Collins < c.collins@wustl.edu>. 

SOCIOLOGY OF SEX AND GENDER DISTINGUISHED BOOK AWARD 
Deadline: 3/1/2020 

The Sex and Gender Section seeks nominations for the 2020 Distinguished Book Award.  This award honors those who 
make a significant contribution to the field of sex and gender through a distinguished book—published in 2017, 2018, or 
2019—that is on the cutting edge of sociological inquiry. Edited collections are ineligible and nominations from publishers 
will not be accepted. Self-nominations are acceptable, and authors need not be sociologists—though the books must be 
relevant to sociologists. Nominees and book authors must be current members of the American Sociological Association 
and of ASA’s Sex and Gender section. To nominate a book for this award: 1. Send a two-page letter via email explaining 
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how this book makes a significant and innovative contribution to the sociology of sex and gender to the Committee Chair, 
Georgiann Davis < georgianndavis@gmail.com >, and 2. Notify the book publisher to send copies of the books by March 1, 
2020 to the chair and all seven of the committee members listed below (8 copies, total). Contact information for all 
committee members is below. The nomination deadline for this award is March 1, 2020. No nomination letters will be 
accepted after March 1, 2020.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Names and mailing addresses for all members:  
 

1. Georgiann Davis 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Department of Sociology 
4505 S. Maryland Parkway 
Box 455033 
Las Vegas, NV 89154-5033 
  

2. Susila Gurusami  
1210 S Indiana Av., Apt 3009 
Chicago, IL 60605 
 

3. Amanda Fehlbaum 
Youngstown State University 
Department of Sociology 
DEBH 444 
One University Plaza 
Youngstown, OH 44555 
 

4. Aliya Hamid Rao 
Singapore Management University 
School of Social Sciences, Level 4, #4052 
90 Stamford Road 
Singapore 178903 
 

5. Angela Jones 
Farmingdale State College 
State University of New York 
2350 Broadhollow Rd 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 
Memorial Hall, Rm 124 
 

6. Abigail Andrews 
Department of Sociology 
University of California-San Diego 
9500 Gilman Drive - Mail Code 0533 
La Jolla, CA 92093. 
 

7. Michelle Smirnova 
3916 Mercier Street 
Kansas City, MO 64111 
 

8. Ellen Lamont 
Department of Sociology  
Appalachian State University 
209 Chapell Wilson Hall 
480 Howard Street 
Boone NC 28608 
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Sociology of Sex & Gender Distinguished Article Award 

Winner:  

Natasha Quadlin, Ohio State University, for "The Mark of a Woman’s Record: Gender and academic performance in 

hiring".  American Sociological Review 83, no. 2 (2018): 331-360.   

 

Sociology of Sex & Gender Sally Hacker Graduate Student Paper Award 

Honorable Mention:  

Joss Greene, Columbia University, for “Categorical Exclusions: How Racialized Gender Regulation Reproduces Reentry 

Hardship” recently published in Social Problems (2018), online first. https://doi.org/10.1093/socpro/spy023 

Winner: 

Mary-Collier Wilks, University of Virginia, for “Activist, Entrepreneur, or Caretaker?: Negotiating Varieties of Women in 

Development” recently published in Gender & Society 33(2) (2019):224–250. https://doi.org/10.1177/0891243218809665 

 

Sociology of Sex & Gender Feminist Scholar Activist Award 

Dr. Valerie Jenness’ prolific career provides multiple contributions to criminal justice at the intersections of feminist 

activism and gender scholarship. She was among the early pioneers of the field of rights for sex workers before turning to 

critiquing and improving prison treatment of incarcerated trans women. This research helped change policy and training in 

US state and federal institutions as well as in Europe. Working with community organizations and state institutions to 

challenge carceral logics as well as hegemonic understandings of gender, Dr. Jenness has successfully raised awareness of 

vulnerable populations, through commitment to feminist scholarship and intersectional public sociology. 

 

Sociology of Sex & Gender Distinguished Book Award 

Honorable Mention:  

Barbara Sutton, University at Albany, SUNY, for Surviving State Terror: Women's Testimonies of Repression and Resistance 

in Argentina (NYU Press). 

Winner: 

Abigail Andrews, University of California, San Diego, for Undocumented Politics: Place, Gender, and the Pathways of 

Mexican Migration (UC Press). 

 

 

 

ASA SECTION ON SEX & GENDER 2019 AWARDS RECIPIENTS: 

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fsocpro%2Fspy023&data=02%7C01%7Cscrawley%40usf.edu%7C4c2638e82b7b4f4f443408d6f014ec60%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa%7C0%7C0%7C636960369994339275&sdata=45U%2FwbAuyALqbp39L%2FnBtGS3umEcsZrEs8Xrsoin2HA%3D&reserved=0
https://doi.org/10.1177/0891243218809665


     

 

 

SECTION LEADERSHIP 

Chair: Sara Crawley 

Past Chair: Abigail Saguy 

Chair-Elect: Kimberly Kay Hoang 

Section Secretary/Treasurer: Laurel Westbrook  

Council Members: Erin A. Cech, Caitlyn Collins, Katie Linette Acosta, 

Georgiann Davis, Jennifer Carlson, Dawn M. Dow, Susila Gurusami, Emily 

S. Mann, and Myron Strong 

Student Representatives: Praveena Lakshmanan, Alithia Zamantakis 

Website and Announcement Coordinator: Morgan Matthews  

Newsletter Editor: Vivian Swayne 

 
 


